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a b s t r a c t

The efficiency of Overhauser dynamic nuclear polarization (DNP) depends on the local dynamics modu-
lating the dipolar coupling between the two interacting spins. By attaching nitroxide based spin labels to
molecules and by measuring the 1H DNP response of solvent water, information about the local hydration
dynamics near the spin label can be obtained. However, there are two commonly used types of nitroxide
ring structures; a pyrroline based and a piperidine based molecule. It is important to know when com-
paring different experiments, whether changes in DNP enhancements are due to changes in local hydra-
tion dynamics or because of the different spin label structures. In this study we investigate the key
parameters affecting DNP signal enhancements for 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl,
a 5-membered ring nitroxide radical, and for 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy, a 6-membered
ring nitroxide radical. Using X-Band DNP, field cycling relaxometry, and molecular dynamics simulations,
we conclude that the key parameters affecting the DNP amplitude of the 1H signal of water to be equal
when using either nitroxide. Thus, experiments measuring hydration dynamics using either type of spin
labels may be compared.

� 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The structure and function of many biological molecules and
assemblies are mediated by local hydration dynamics at their sur-
face and interfaces. The ability to measure these hydration dynam-
ics is important to characterizing protein folding or understanding
water transport across lipid membranes [1–4]. However, as surface
water does not provide a unique spectroscopic signature distinct
from bulk water, experimental measurements of local hydration
dynamics are difficult. Overhauser dynamic nuclear polarization
(DNP) makes use of the dipolar coupling between an unpaired elec-
tron and solvent nuclei (the unpaired electron of a nitroxide radical
and the 1H of water in this report) to hyperpolarize the nuclear
magnetic resonance (NMR) signal. The NMR signal enhancement
(E) is sensitive to the local dynamics modulating the dipolar cou-
pling between the two spins through its dependence on the cou-
pling factor, q, as described in Eq. (1) [5,6].

E ¼ 1� qðsÞfs jcSj
cI
: ð1Þ
ll rights reserved.
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The leakage factor, f, describes how efficiently the electron spin
relaxes the nuclear spin. The saturation factor, s, gives the degree of
electron spin saturation by means of microwave irradiation and
hyperfine mixing of the electron spin transitions [7,8]. The cou-
pling factor contains the dynamic information of the interacting,
spin-bearing molecules through its dependence on the transla-
tional correlation time, s, shown in Eq. (2). Here, d is the distance
of closest approach between the unpaired electron and the nuclei
to be polarized, and DI and DS are the diffusion coefficients of the
nuclear and electron spin-bearing molecules, respectively [5].

s ¼ d2

DI þ DS
: ð2Þ

By making use of the common nitroxide spin probes attached to
a biological molecule, and by measuring the corresponding 1H sig-
nal enhancement of the solvent water, information on the local sol-
vent dynamics near the spin probe can be obtained [6]. There are
two widely used types of nitroxide radicals; a pyrroline (5-mem-
bered ring) based and a piperidine (6-membered ring) based ring
structure. The 5-ring nitroxide is almost exclusively used to spin
label proteins, while the 6-ring nitroxide is often used to label lipid
head groups and it is a common polarizing agent for DNP experi-
ments. As the correlation time given in Eq. (2) depends on d2, it
is important to know whether the two different nitroxide mole-
cules approach the water protons with the same distance of closest
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Fig. 2. Emax versus concentration for both tempo and proxyl radicals and the fit of
the data taking into account the concentration dependence of both the leakage and
saturation factors (see Ref. [6]). For both molecules, the Emax values give a coupling
factor of 0.22. NMR data were taken at 0.35 T using a Bruker Avance 300
spectrometer. A Bruker TE102 resonant cavity was used for microwave irradiation.
See Ref. [10] for more experimental details.
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approach. It is also important to know if the coordination number
(number of protons hydrogen bonded to the oxygen on the nitrox-
ide) and hydrogen bond lifetimes are similar, and whether they are
necessary parameters to include for extracting hydration dynamics
from DNP experiments. Significant hydrogen bonding between the
nitroxide radicals and water would require the inclusion of a rota-
tional correlation time in addition to the translational correlation
time shown in Eq. (2) [5]. The two correlation times are not easily
separated without making measurements at different magnetic
fields.

An earlier study comparing many different 5-ring and 6-ring
based nitroxide radicals found a wide range of coupling factors
[9]. However, this study neglected the effect of Heisenberg spin ex-
change which is known to have a large effect on the saturation fac-
tor, s, and thus on the measured and maximum DNP enhancement
factor [6–8]. Our own experiments do not confirm the large depen-
dence on the nitroxide’s functional group observed in Ref. [9]. This
discrepancy is likely due to ignoring Heisenberg spin exchange in
their analysis [10].

In a previous study, DNP and FCR measurements of the 6-ring
nitroxide 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy (tempo)
were performed [6]. Here, we compare those results to DNP and
FCR experiments carried out on the 5-ring nitroxide 3-carbam-
oyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl (proxyl) (Fig. 1). Addi-
tionally, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been carried
out for both the 5-ring and 6-ring nitroxide radicals, and the hydra-
tion dynamics of each radical compared, with the focus on deter-
mining if there are differences in the properties relevant for their
DNP performance.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. X-band DNP

DNP experiments were performed using a homebuilt, high
power microwave source described previously [10]. Each radical
was dissolved in water, and 4–5 lL of this sample was loaded into
a silica capillary, sealed with beeswax, and placed in a homebuilt
14.85 MHz NMR probe. The 1H NMR signal enhancement for each
sample was measured as a function of applied microwave power.
The results were extrapolated to infinite power to determine the
maximum signal enhancement, Emax. In the limit of infinite radical
N
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Fig. 1. Chemical structure of (a) proxyl and (b) tempo purchased from Sigma–
Aldrich and used for DNP and FCR experiments. Using PyMOL (Ref. [18]); the
structure of (c) proxyl and (d) tempo used in MD simulations with an example of
the orientation of hydrogen bonded water molecules.
concentration, both f and s approach 1 and Emax ? 1 � 658q [6,7].
Fig. 2 shows the measured Emax values for a series of concentra-
tions for both tempo and proxyl radicals. The fit curves take the
concentration dependence of both the leakage and saturation fac-
tors into account as detailed in Ref. [6]. For each concentration,
both radicals give the same NMR signal enhancement within error,
and the measured coupling factor for each radical was determined
to be 0.22 ± 0.01. Equal DNP efficiency for water implies that the
translational correlation time between the spin label and water is
equal for both the 5-ring and 6-ring species, provided a pure trans-
lational model for the nitroxide-water system is a good approxima-
tion. This assumption is supported by our FCR and MD results
discussed below.

As discussed in a different report, a coupling factor of 0.22 im-
plies s = 76 ps [6]. Using DOSY, the measured self diffusion coeffi-
cient of tempo in solution was found to be 4.1 � 10�10 m2 s�1.
Putting this value into Eq. (2) along with the self diffusion coeffi-
cient of water (2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1 [11]) gives d = 4.5 Å for hydrated
spin label environments. The assumption that the self diffusion of
bulk water can be used as the DI value for water directly interact-
ing with the nitroxide radical is supported by our MD studies dis-
cussed below and by previous FCR experiments between nitroxide
radicals and small charged solutes [12].

2.2. Field cycling relaxometry

Field cycling relaxometry is a technique related to DNP as it also
takes advantage of the increased 1H relaxation of the solvent due to
the presence of paramagnetic species. Both phenomena are medi-
ated through the translational diffusion of water with respect to
free nitroxide radicals for effective dipolar cross relaxation be-
tween 1H and electron spins. Measuring the 1H relaxation rate at
many different magnetic fields gives insight into the shape of the
spectral density function describing the dynamics between the
two spins. The hard sphere, force free, model has been previously
applied to nitroxide radicals, giving a good fit to the data. In this
case the T1 relaxation rate of the 1H of water is given by [13]

1
T1
¼ 1

T10ðxÞ
þ 32p

405
c2

I c
2
S �h2SðSþ 1Þ

NA

1000
C

s
d3 6J xS þxI; sð Þ þ 3JðxI; sÞ þ JðxS �xI; sÞð Þ ð3Þ
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where S is the spin of the electron (1/2), C is the radical concentra-
tion, NA is Avagadro’s number, T10 is the relaxation rate of 1H in the
absence of the unpaired electron, and the spectral density function
is given by [13–15]

Jðx;sÞ¼
1þ 5

ffiffi

2
p

8 ðxsÞ1=2þxs
4

1þð2xsÞ1=2þðxsÞþ
ffiffi

2
p

3 ðxsÞ3=2þ 16
81ðxsÞ2þ 4

ffiffi

2
p

81 ðxsÞ5=2þðxsÞ3
81

:

ð4Þ

The distance of closest approach and translational correlation
time are the fit parameters in an FCR experiment making use of
this model.

Fig. 3 shows the results of the field cycling data for both tempo
and proxyl radicals at 5 mM spin label concentration. The fit of the
data to Eq. (3) for tempo gives d = 2.43 Å and s = 24 ps while that
for proxyl gives d = 2.36 Å and s = 27 ps. These results are remark-
ably close to each other, and provide further evidence that the
dipolar coupling between the unpaired electron and 1H of water
is not affected by the properties of the 6-ring versus 5-ring struc-
ture, and that the key DNP parameters are the same for each rad-
ical. In agreement with previous FCR studies using nitroxide
radicals [12,13,16,17], the translational model fits the data well;
supporting the approximation that complex formation and rota-
tional effects can be ignored in our DNP analysis. Our MD studies
discussed below provide further support for this approximation.

Fig. 3 appears to show that proxyl relaxes the 1H of water more
efficiently than tempo, even though for each radical concentration
proxyl and tempo give nearly equal DNP enhancements as shown
in Fig. 2. Since Eq. (3) depends on 1/d3, FCR may be more sensitive
to very small changes in the distance of closest approach, such as
2.43 versus 2.36 Å, which are negligible differences in the context
of examining hydration dynamics in the local vicinity of spin la-
bels. Another likely explanation is that the two solutions contained
slightly different radical concentrations since Eq. (3) also depends
Fig. 3. Field cycling data for both 5 mM tempo and 5 mM proxyl taken at the
Technical University of Illmenau on a Stelar FFC 2000-1T Field Cycling Relaxometer.
The solid and dashed curves are the fit of the data to Eq. (3).

Table 1
Comparison of proxyl and tempo MD results. For each radical, the distance between the ce
water protons, and the lifetime of hydrogen bonds is nearly identical. Reported distances re
the radical is identical to bulk within the error of the simulations. Simulated bulk water d

NOcom–Hsolvent (Å) Coordination H

Proxyl TIP4P 2.3 2.0 ± 0.7 4
SPC/E 2.2 2.0 ± 0.7 5

Tempo TIP4P 2.3 1.7 ± 0.7 4
Spc/E 2.2 1.9 ± 0.6 5
on the sample concentration. So, even if the d for each radical was
assumed to be equal, only a change in C of <10% is necessary to
bring the two curves together.

The discrepancy of the absolute values for d and s from FCR ver-
sus DNP (discussed in detail in Ref. [6]) is likely due to shortcom-
ings of the currently available spectral density function with the
approximation of treating the molecules as hard spheres with no
forces acting between them. Polnaszek and Bryant examined the
effects of removing the spin centered, hard sphere assumptions
on the spectral density function and found that for nitroxides in
solution there was little change in the shape of the curve or fit
parameters [16]. The discrepancy between the DNP and FCR anal-
ysis remains unresolved [6,17]. It is important to note that q ob-
tained from the DNP analysis is independent of the employed
dynamic model underlying the spectral density function. The key
finding here is that the 5-ring and 6-ring nitroxide radicals behave
identically in the context of DNP and FCR experiments, which rely
on the dipolar coupling between the electron and 1H nuclear spin.
Therefore, DNP experiments making use of either structure may be
compared, and changes in Emax can be interpreted as changes in the
dynamics modulating the dipolar coupling, and not due to changes
in the structure of the radical.

2.3. Molecular dynamics simulations

Extensive MD simulations were carried out on the 5-ring and 6-
ring structures shown in Fig. 1c and d [18] to further elucidate the
conclusions from our DNP and FCR analysis. Pavone et al. have pre-
viously performed Car-Parrinello MD simulations on proxyl for the
interpretation and simulation of ESR spectra [19,20]. In our search
of the literature, however, we did not find a comparison of the
parameters relevant to the expected DNP efficiency between prox-
yl and tempo. Details of the simulation are described at the end of
this report.

Table 1 summarizes the results of our simulations. The results
of proxyl are in excellent agreement with those of Pavone and col-
leagues [19,20]. While there are small differences in the results
depending on the water model used (a 3-site SPC-E model and a
4-site TIP4P model), there is good agreement in the values between
proxyl and tempo. On average, two hydrogen nuclei (one from two
different water molecules) are hydrogen bound to the nitroxide
radical, but this lifetime is very short (4–6 ps) compared to the
26 ps rotational tumbling time of a tempo molecule as experimen-
tally found by Robinson et al. [21] so rotational diffusion is not ex-
pected to contribute much to the 1H nuclear spin relaxation rate. In
light of this evidence of hydrogen bonding, we applied a mixed
rotation and translation diffusion model to fit the FCR data. By add-
ing a 9% rotational component we were able to improve the fit, but
at the cost of three additional fit parameters to the model. Addi-
tionally, the fit values for d and s changed by less than 5%. Thus
both MD simulations and the FCR data justify our use of a pure
translational model as a good approximation to the system. This
is an important finding for extracting hydration dynamic informa-
tion from a 1H DNP experiment. If a mixed phase model is required,
nter of mass (com) of the N–O bond and 1H of water, the number of hydrogen bonded
present the first peak of the radial distribution function. The diffusion of water around
iffusion coefficients were taken from Ref. [22].

-bond lifetime (ps) DI (near radical) (m2 s�1) DI (bulk) (m2 s�1)

.6 ± 0.2 (4.1 ± 0.4) � 10�9 4.0 � 10�9

.5 ± 0.4 (3.0 ± 0.3) � 10�9 2.9 � 10�9

.3 ± 0.2 (4.3 ± 0.4) � 10�9 4.0 � 10�9

.0 ± 0.3 (3.1 ± .03) � 10�9 2.9 � 10�9
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it is not possible to extract a single correlation time from a DNP
experiment at a single magnetic field.

A DNP experiment cannot report directly on d, but only on s.
Therefore, measurements of the diffusion coefficients of both the
solvent and the solute are necessary if d is to be determined. How-
ever, as the dipolar coupling is a local effect with 90% of the relax-
ation occurring within 10 Å [16], a bulk solvent diffusion
measurement may not accurately reflect the diffusion of the sol-
vent near the radical, leading to an erroneous s. Our simulations,
however, clearly show that the self diffusion coefficient of water
directly interacting with the radical is in agreement with the sim-
ulated values for the self diffusion coefficient of bulk water re-
ported in the literature [22]. Note that the absolute value for
water diffusion coefficients from MD simulations differs from the
experimental value (2.3 � 10�9 m2 s�1), but this is a known and ac-
cepted discrepancy of the water models used in the simulations.
The finding that the spin label does not alter the diffusion dynam-
ics of nearby water molecules justifies our use of �2.3 �
10�9 m2 s�1 for DI in Eq. (2), and further supports the feasibility
of measuring local hydration dynamics through DNP analysis via
spin labels. In bulk water, the local hydration dynamics measured
through free spin labels correspond to the self diffusion coefficient
of bulk water without spin labels, as it should. When the spin label
is tethered to a larger molecule, the spin label will probe the al-
tered hydration dynamics of water interacting with the larger mol-
ecule’s surface in the vicinity (<10 Å) of the tethered spin label.
3. Conclusion

Taking advantage of two different magnetic resonance experi-
mental techniques and molecular dynamics simulations, we have
observed no difference in any of the key DNP parameters which
would affect the coupling factor between water and the six ring
nitroxide 4-oxo-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy or the five
ring nitroxide 3-carbamoyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-3-pyrrolin-1-oxyl
spin probes. There were some discrepancies between the absolute
values obtained from each technique, but there is clear agreement
between the parameters obtained for the 5 versus 6-ring nitroxide
probes. Our study shows that the differences in the 5 versus 6-ring
nitroxide structures do not alter the local order or dynamics of
water that is interacting with these spin labels. This implies that
when comparing experiments making use of 5-ring and 6-ring
nitroxide radicals as spin labels on biomolecules, changes in the
DNP coupling factor can be associated with changes in local solvent
dynamics around the spin labels and not the different ring struc-
tures. It is important to point out that actual measured enhance-
ments may be quite different when using different radicals as the
ESR linewidth of radicals with different structures and different
functional groups was found to vary. However, changes in
enhancements due to ESR linewidth do not affect the measurement
of q, which is found by measuring Emax for many concentrations
and by extrapolating to infinite concentration [7]. We have also ig-
nored possible changes in T1 and T2 of the electron spins that are
observed and expected due to the different molecular structures.
For our purpose, this is a valid assumption because for nitroxide
radicals both T1e and T2e >> s, and thus can be ignored in the spec-
tral density function [13,14]. So, a nitroxide spin label can be cho-
sen based on symmetry or ease of chemical modification. This is
not the case in electron spin resonance studies where the spectrum
is highly dependent on the dynamics of the electron spin probe it-
self, which changes significantly depending on the tethering chem-
istry to the macromolecule. Overhauser DNP, on the other hand, is
dominated by the much faster motion of the local solvent around
the spin labels, making it a viable tool to quantify local hydration
dynamics through the use of site specific spin labeling.
4. MD simulation methods

Classical MD simulations were performed using the GROMACS.x
software package [22,23]. The all-atom OPLS force field [24,25] was
used to describe the solute while two different models, TIP4P [26]
and SPC/E [27], were used to describe the solvent. Temperature
and pressure were maintained close to 300 K and 1 bar by weak
coupling to an external bath [28] with a coupling constant of
0.1 ps for temperature and 1.0 ps for pressure. The LINCS [29] algo-
rithm was used to constrain bond lengths within the solute. The
SETTLE [30] algorithm was used to constrain bond lengths and
the bond angle in water. The integration time step was 2 fs. A
smooth particle mesh Ewald method [31] was used to evaluate
Coulomb interactions with a real-space cut-off of 0.9 nm, grid
spacing of 0.12, and quadratic interpolation. van der Waals interac-
tions were evaluated using a cut-off method, with a cut-off dis-
tance of 0.9 nm. Neighbors lists were updated every five steps.
The structure of each solute was initially generated with Molden
[32] and then optimized at the level of HF/6-13G� using Gaussian
03 [33]. Partial charges on the atoms were obtained by fitting the
gas phase electrostatic potential calculated at the HF/6-13G� level
using RESP [34]. The solute molecule was initially solvated in a
periodic 21.45 nm3 box. Initial velocities were assigned from a
Maxwellian distribution at 300 K. Cartesian coordinates were
stored every 100 fs. For data acquisition in each solvent model,
an initial 2 ns trajectory was generated. Then ten snapshots from
this trajectory were chosen to initiate 10 independent 2 ns trajec-
tories, of which the first 200 ps was disregarded for analysis. Val-
ues are reported after averaging over the 10 independent
trajectories.
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